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Our Mission
Remove the costly overhead
and guesswork of
grantseeking to 1) bring you
more funding and 2) letting
you get back to what really
matters: executing your
mission.

There are $241 billion*
in grants you can apply
for today.

GrantExec tracks and matches
them so you don’t have to.

Receive your
first matches
for free.

Our Partners Include:

G R A N T E X E C . C O M / G O

However, the average window to
apply is less than two months.

Sign up for a free scan of our full
database at grantexec.com/go.

Create your matching
profile.

Receive briefings for new
prospects.

Win new funding with expert
resources and support.
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Visit grantexec.com/go.

*Visit grantexec.com/dashboard to explore the latest figures in detail.



OUR
PROCESS

We find the best grant
opportunities for you.
No search required.

25,000 We start with a scan of our entire grant database
- the largest in the U.S.

We filter out grants that aren’t currently accepting applications
today.
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We scrutinize grants to ensure they meet your eligibility factors and geographic
relevance.

Eligible Opportunities

We translate each grant into context-based numerical codes. We analyze these codes against
your profile to determine the degree of alignment with your funding objectives.

Opportunities Pass our Semantic Analysis

We leverage advanced language models to assess and rank prospects based on their suitability and
probability of success.

Intelligent Prospects

GRANT MONITORINGSCOUTING REPORTS
Snapshot of current grants Continuous tracking

Personalized
Analysis

Daily
Scan

GRANT WRITING

*Our database is live and thus changes every day. The number of intelligent prospects changes accordingly.

842,950
Hundreds of grants open and close in our database every day,
amounting to $200B+ up for grabs at any given time.

Grants Posted in 2023 (estimate)

FEDERAL STATE LOCAL PRIVATE FUNDERS
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You found the perfect grant
opportunity.

GrantExec’s diverse team of grant
consultants puts you in the best

position to win.

$773 Million

G R A N T E X E C . C O M / G R A N T - W R I T I N G

Career wins

Optimize your grant application spending by utilizing our expert team on-
demand, ensuring you pay only for the precise services you need.

Schedule a free
consultation

We connect you with
the right expert

We provide a project
cost estimate

We get to work crafting
a winning app!

Now what?



Live data available at grantexec.com/data.
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“GrantExec is the bomb!! They are so
helpful at finding grants.”

- Jessica Carter, H.E.R. Sports

“Because of GrantExec, we've been able
to apply for and win grants that we
didn't even know existed, significantly
boosting our funding potential.”

- Karen Joseph, Food For Neighbors

“Thrilled with our experience at SHI working
with GrantExec! Their team really understood
our unique needs, guiding us to the right
grants and providing exceptional, personalized
service. Big thanks for connecting us with a
SBIR expert, paving our way forward.”

- Jen Gamboa, Sustainable Health Index

“GrantExec quickly matched us to
several aligned grants. Even more
important is that the staff created a
clear plan to ensure that we’ll be
successful in securing them. I could not
be happier with GrantExec’s support.”

- Maria Gutierrez, GrooveNYC
“The team at GrantExec is amazing to work
with! They are a key partner as we seek to
achieve our long-term goals.”

- Leslie Chang, Caelux Corporation “It’s rare to find a service that
combines innovative technology with
genuine warmth and personalization;
GrantExec does exactly this and more.
The service identified a myriad of grant
opportunities specifically tailored for
my healthcare startup with unerring
accuracy.”

- Dr. Monika Virk, HOP Into Homecare

“GrantExec saved us countless hours
of legwork. With their report in hand,
we were able to jump right into
applying for grants. We were matched
with foundations we never would have
found on our own. Thanks to
GrantExec, we are well on our way to
developing new funding streams for
our organization. Thank you,
GrantExec, for being a key partner in
our work of building a community
where all are fed.”

- Rev. Meredith Keseley, Abiding
Presence Food Pantry

“Thank you for the excellent information
provided by GrantExec regarding grant
funding for my small woman-and-
minority-owned business. GrantExec
saved me valuable time by eliminating the
need to do extensive searches.”

- Lisa Sechrest-Ehrhardt, Ph.D., Sechrest Diversity

“GrantExec is an essential resource that allows our government relations team
to help connect our clients with available grant opportunities.”

- Jordan Cooper, Managing Director, Dentons LLP


